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ABOUT OUR COMPANY

Balaji Panel Craft ISO 9001 2015 certified company started in the year 1995, 28 years back & now a renowned supplier in the field
of furniture manufacturing, Commercial & and residential interiors, and wind blade manufacturing. We specialize in providing
high-quality Core kits for Wind Blade manufacturing, initially, we started with one wind blade & we have now progressively now
increased to six blade types i.e 62.2,77.4,64.6,68.7,71 and 76.5.

From 2021 we have been processing the 3D Modelling Foam which is a complicated design and now we are processing 4 types of
3D Modelling foam for the Wind blade.

Balaji Panel Craft takes pride in its commitment to delivering exceptional products that meet the diverse needs of its clients. They
offer a wide range of options.

With an emphasis on quality, Balaji Panel Craft sources their materials from trusted suppliers and utilizes advanced manufacturing
techniques to ensure durability and precision in their products. Their team of skilled craftsmen ensures that each product is
meticulously crafted to meet the highest standards.

In addition to our standard offerings, Balaji Panel Craft also offers customized solutions tailored to specific project requirements.
Whether it's a unique design or special dimensions, they strive to fulfill clients’vision.

With our customer-centric approach, Balaji Panel Craft provides excellent service and support throughout the entire process, from
initial consultation to post-sale assistance. They are dedicated to building long-lasting relationships with their clients, ensuring their
satisfaction at every step.
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OUR HISTORY



WIND BLADE PRODUCTS

1.We are processing Core Kit for wind blade manufacturing

2.Initially we are doing Kitting process for only one blade type of above 60mtr

3.As of now we are doing kiting process for six blade types

4.We are also doing 3D modeling foam for Wind blades which is a critical in the design 

5.As of now we are supplying 7 core kits per day and also 3D modelling foam 

6.Planning to expand in different line of activity Ex-(Designing,Construction in fabrication industry)



OUR CLIENTS

LM Wind power blades 

Housing projects in hill area with 
related to PET foam (Pre-fabricated 
panels)



OUR STRENGTHS

Quality Materials: Balaji Panel Craft ensures that raw materials supplied by our trusted partners are used for appropriate blades ensuring 
the minimum wastage and highest quality, This commitment to quality results in durable and long-lasting products.

Skilled team: The team at Balaji Panel Craft consists of the skilled team operating the 5 Axis CNC machines with software such as B-solid, 
Woodwoop, Caesar, Alpha-cam, Powermill, and Art-cam. With their expertise and attention to detail, they ensure that each blade is 
meticulously crafted to meet the highest standards.

Customization Options: Balaji Panel Craft offers customized solutions to meet specific project requirements. They are flexible and willing 
to accommodate unique designs, dimensions, and other customization needs, ensuring that customers' visions are brought to life.

Wide Range of Options: Balaji Panel Craft provides a diverse range of options so that the clients/vendor partners to choose the most 
suitable material for their specific application, we have a skilled team to handle the new and R&D projects.

Excellent Customer Service: Balaji Panel Craft is known for its exceptional customer service. They prioritize building strong relationships 
with their clients and provide support throughout the entire process, from initial consultation to post-sale assistance.

Reliability and Timeliness: Balaji Panel Craft understands the importance of meeting deadlines. They strive to deliver products on time 
without compromising on quality, ensuring that customers can rely on them for the timely completion of their projects.
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